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Heart transplantation remains the only viable long-term
treatment option for children with end-stage heart failure.
However, donor hearts are scarce and waiting list
mortality in paediatric patients with end-stage heart
failure is high (1). Extracorporeal life support (ECLS)
has extensively been used as a last resort to prolong life
in children awaiting cardiac transplant. In 1990
Warnecke implanted the first artificial heart as a bridge to
a heart transplantation (2). Since that time tremendous
progress has been made in artificial circulatory assist
devices (3), ECLS has been proved to be an effective
therapy in the form of short-term circulatory support. In
addition, its implantation can be performed rapidly
through peripheral cannulation avoiding the need for
sternotomy. However, long-term ECLS is associated with
significant mortality and morbidity, including the
bleeding risk due to anticoagulative drugs
administered(4). According to Rohde et al. systematic
review, mortality rates due to long term employment of
ECLS ranged from 6.3% to 38.9% (4), the variety in
these rates can be explained mainly by heterogeneity of
the populations analyzed. Considered this, any effort
should be made in order to prevent accidental trauma and
bleeding in these patients.

INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is to report the case of a young patient with ECLS, in waiting list for heart transplantation. During
his hospitalization this patient had a bleeding episode as a consequence of some issues with his teeth due to wrong
nutrition and inadequate behavior of his parents.

OBJECTIVES

In late September 2019, a 9 y.o. male patient, with a severe heart failure and in waiting list for heart transplantation, was
treated with ECLS in cardiosurgery department of Bambino Gesù children hospital. Suddenly this patient started
bleeding from his mouth. This sudden bleeding represented something of unusual and after some questions to his parents
the attending physician comes to know that the father’s patient intentionally pulled a 7.4 that was near to its
physiological exfoliation, of course this maneuver determined a continuous and unstoppable bleeding due to the
anticoagulative drugs. Immediately the dentists were called as consultant and all that could be done was to reduce
bleeding with cauterization carried out with application of silver nitrate and a tranexamic acid drenched cloth. After
several hours the patient stopped bleeding, and everything seemed to return to normal.
After two days our department was called up again as consultant for the same patient, in this occasion a candy was given
to the patient by his mother and the young boy reported a fracture of 7.5. Coronal fragment was removed at the bed of
the patient, but unfortunately the pulpar tissue was compromised, the patient felt a sudden pain and became not
cooperative. The patient was immediately sent to the operatory theatre in order to carry out the adequate treatment.
Under general anesthesia the 7.5 was examinated, pulpar tissue appeared to be severely compromised and the fracture
edge layed under the gingival margin with compromission of proximal-vestibular root, making any attempt of restorative
treatment absolutely vane. Considered this an extraction was mandatory. After exodontic treatment, alveolar cavity was
filled with collagen sponge and tightly sutured, blood coagulation factors were also administrated in order to control
bleeding. After this procedure the patient didn't show any other problem and underwent to heart transplantation after two
months.

CASE

CONCLUSIONS
The case reported above shows how potentially dangerous parents behavior could be. An apparently simple thing as
giving a candy to a child, a perfectly normal event as the exfoliation of a deciduous toot, under specific circumstances
and with fragile patients, could became a harmful event. Patients in treatment with ECLS are under the effect of
considerable doses of anticoagulative drugs that do not allow them to make an adequate coagulative response even
towards an insignificant trauma like a scratch. In pediatric patients treated with ECLS an additional risk is represented
by physiological exfoliation of deciduous teeth: a sudden and unstoppable bleeding could be elicited by a simple
maneuver as the remotion of a deciduous. For this reason should be mandatory to introduce in clinical practice,
especially in pediatric patients, limitations for hard consistency food during the treatment with ECLS. Of course,
this obligation means that a specific diet regime should be elaborate. In our department we are cooperating with dietician
to propose an alternative feeding plan for all patients with coagulative impairment.
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